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Editorial
This edition’s Race Results section demonstrates what a variety of races TACH
members undertake – from the Sri Chinmoy Self-Transcendence 2 miles to the
Marlborough Downs Challenge 33 miles. And also what a large number of races, as
there are two pages of results.
More than 150 miles of race reports in the last edition was enough to cause comment.
This edition has shattered that figure as we have over 200 miles of racing covered.
Thanks to all contributors, especially Helen and Tracey for their first contributions to
RRN.

Membership News
(by Libby)
Its been great to welcome so many new members this year and, in particular, to see so
many of you out on Thursday evenings.
It looks as though we will be over the 50 first-claim member mark and therefore we will
get 2 club places at next April’s London Marathon. So, if you are planning to enter it,
do let me know. Then, if you are unsuccessful in the ballot, let me know straight away
and the committee can allocate the club places.
If you are one of our new members and joined after April then you can ignore the next
bit! Otherwise this is for you……………..

MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL.
Its time to renew your membership! Think of all the wonderful benefits! Please fill in
the membership form on the website at www.tach.org.uk/membership.php and return
to me with your ‘dosh’ (cash or cheque payable to Town and Country Harriers). It is
really helpful if you can fill in all the contact details so that I have an upup-toto-date record.
We have already paid this year’s UKA affiliation fees (for the club and you firstfirst-claim
members) and you can check your status and alter any details to update your profile
(e.g. adding a photo) by going to www.englandathletics.org/editmyprofile and then
using your membership number, which is on your affiliation card.
Don’t forget to use your card to get discounts at running shops and, of course, for
cheaper race entries.
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A.G.M.
The committee announces that………….
This year’s AGM will be on Thursday, 23rd September chez Chris and Libby at 161,
Wellington Hill West, Henleaze. As always there will be a run first at 7.00, followed by
the meeting at 8.30 ish! Do please come along and take part and give us your views. We
promise you won’t be forced to take on a job unless you feel you would like to!
As an added incentive there will be food provided by the club but please bring a bottle
of your favourite tipple.
Any items for the agenda to John McDonough as soon as possible.

Race Reports
Highlander Mountain Marathon
(by Antony)
10 & 11 April 2010
What’s the start of spring for you? Being warm enough to run in shorts? The clocks changing? The first
TACH run without a headtorch? For me, it’s my annual trip to Inverness for the Highlander Mountain
Marathon.
This year’s race was in Gairloch on Scotland’s West Coast, an hour and three quarters drive from
Inverness Airport.
As it’s April, the weather is a big factor in what kit makes it into your race backpack and in how the
weekend plays out. Two out of the three times the Highlander had been run in the past, the weather had
been glorious. 2010 made it three out of four as Gairloch was officially the sunniest place in the UK on
race weekend with 14 hours of sunshine.
Mark “Gypsy” Vogan, my racing partner, and I started well on Day One and the fantastic visibility made
navigation quite straightforward (easy for me to say: Mark was the navigator). I found the ascents quite
tough and held Mark up a bit. Unfortunately I wasn’t much better on the descents either as I was not
confident enough to throw myself down the mountains. I had done the Green Man Challenge the month
before so was fit enough but I hadn’t done any training on open fells. The biggest climb of the day was
over the Beinn an Edin ridge where we went from 550m to 690m then back down to 400m in the space of
two kilometres. The day had turned baking hot and later in the day I struggled with dehydration and a bit
of low blood sugar. We concentrated on getting as many jelly beans into me as I could manage and I soon
felt better. As we approached the end we came across the wreckage of a American B24 bomber, which
had hit the mountain in World War Two, a sobering sight.
It was good to get onto a path at last after so long running across open fell and we picked up the pace to
the finish, making 7th place out of 15 pairs in our class in a time of 6 hours 42 minutes.
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It was such a beautiful evening, we weren’t in any rush to put up our tent. The Highlander is unusual in
Mountain Marathons in that there is a marquee at the overnight camp that sells food, tea and beer. We got
a complementary plate of pasta as soon as we arrived and after scoffing that we settled down in the
sunshine with a couple of beers and chatted to a couple of friends of Mark who were also at the event.
Before too long, the tent was up, we had put on our change of clothes, we had had our couscous dinner
and off we hobbled to the marquee for more socialising and the ceilidh. The band was excellent and Mark
and me had a dance each (not with each other) and a beer or two.
At 10pm the marquee closed down and we downed the tots of whiskey we’d packed and settled in Mark’s
tent for the night. It was so warm in the tent I slept underneath rather than in my sleeping bag until 3am
when I awoke to find that it had turned freezing cold (to save weight my race sleeping bag doesn’t have a
zip so it’s not possible to adjust the temperature: it’s either hot or cold, no warm setting).
I recall that the first time I shared Mark’s tent on a mountain marathon, I had a terrible night’s sleep. It’s
really small (it is a one-man tent) and I spent the whole night in an uncomfortable position with Mark’s
feet a couple of inches from my face. It’s a lot better now, although I think rather than being more
comfortable it’s just that my expectations have fallen and, as I assume I’m going to have a sleepless night,
any sleep I do get is a bonus.
We were woken to the sound of Faithless “I can’t get no sleep” blaring from the marquee and after
packing up and breakfasting we were off again.
Day Two was meant to be shorter than Day One but the navigation was more difficult. It was still very
sunny and we thought we did quite well although there were a couple of route choices which on reflection
weren’t the best – it’s easy to judge with hindsight. I felt stronger and was running better than the day
before. Later in the day it was Mark’s turn to suffer with dehydration and low blood sugar so we eased
back a bit and started force-feeding him jellybeans. My water bottle broke early afternoon and we ended
up sharing Mark’s bottle, which made it difficult to keep hydrated. We also managed to lose a half tube of
Nuun electrolyte tablets when we stopped at a stream to refill our water bottles. The Nuun tablets were
very good for keeping our salt levels up: by the end of the race our clothes and rucksacks were streaked
with salt tidemarks from all the sweating in the heat.
One of the valleys in the Day Two running area was declared out of bounds due to nesting Golden Eagles .
All competitors had to mark this area their maps at the overnight camp so they wouldn’t accidentally stray
into it. We kept our eyes open for the eagles (when we weren’t looking at the map or four feet in front of
our feet) but unfortunately didn’t see them.
We were out 6 hours 57 minutes on Day Two, taking eleventh place. Our combined time over the two
days gave us tenth place overall. Whilst we might have been able to improve our position by moving
down to an easier category, I enjoyed doing B category and hope to do the same again next year.
I’d recommend The Highlander to anyone who can navigate (or has a friend who can navigate) and wants
to try something different. Come and see me or Mark to find out more or visit the website
www.highlandermountainmarathon.co.uk.
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An Ultra Success
(by Cathy)
15 May 2010
In the weeks leading up to the Marlborough Downs Challenge, I kept asking myself why?
To begin with, I wanted break free from the limits and injuries of city marathons and give up the pressure
to run a personal best, before age outweighed enthusiasm. I had noticed that people who did ultras were
running again much sooner than people who did marathons. And I reckoned that distance was about
tactics, patience and sheer bloody-mindedness; qualities that strengthen with maturity.
So through the winter I explored winter trails and fields, picked up regular TACH runs and learnt to
appreciate the clandestine pleasure of running in the dark. I built on my training from the Grizzly, and
edged my mileage up to 40 a week, the bare minimum if I was going to do 33 in one day. It got easier as
the days got longer and brighter. I got a thrill from being out in the early spring light, noticing the fuzz of
colour on trees in bud, and the sharp green of new leaves against pale blue skies.
I still struggled up hills. One fine Tuesday evening with Nailsea runners, I, staggered up to Cadbury Camp
Hauling for breath as I pretended to admire the setting sun, I realized effort alone was not enough, I
needed to run more efficiently. I dusted off my old copy of Chi Running, and read the section on hills,
experimenting with technique on the Bluebell run. I leaned sideways into the hills, bringing my arms
forward to drive myself up. The next morning, my triceps ached but my legs were fine. So I read the rest
of the book and learnt to keep my core strong and relax my limbs, relying on gravity rather than musclepower to keep me moving.
A heavy cold arrived just as I started to taper, but I felt well enough the Sunday before the challenge, to
drive to the Marlborough Downs and run a few miles up to the last checkpoint. It gave me confidence, and
a sense of how to pace myself up the long chalk slopes. I was learning to run slower.
On the day of the race, I felt excited, and rather uncertain as I joined the small group of very fit runners in
the grounds of Marlborough College. My strategy was simple – start at the back and stay at the back,
treating anybody I passed in the early miles as a warning.
The first hill was steep and the morning cool and grey. The sun came out after an hour, slanting through
bluebell woods, and lighting up the first slopes of open country
At the Wansdyke, I got frustrated with the steep ditch edges
and recklessly sprinted down one side to speed up the next.
Running along the ridge, I dodged the cows and caught up
with other runners, before striding down the long steady
slope to the towpath of the Kennet and Avon Canal. My
first doubts crept in on the steady jog into Devizes; I’d
already run 9 miles and still had the best part of a marathon
to go.
Slogging up Roundway Hill, I felt overwhelmed with cold,
and started to regret grabbing a Jaffa cake back in Devizes.
From the top, the Cherhill Monument looked a long way off.
On the descent my left calf twitched and flickered, before
breaking into all out pain when I tried to climb a stile. For a
moment I thought I might not finish – a moment that was
long enough to realize how much I wanted to finish, and
finish well. I turned round and climbed the stile backwards.
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I ran the next few miles in my best attempt at Chi Running, my left calf giving me ruthless feedback
whenever I used muscle power rather than gravity to propel myself forward.
The climb up to the Cherhill Monument was my next excuse
for a walk. This white horse was a dainty, dancing creature,
and as the ground levelled above it, I couldn’t resist a gentle
run. Reaching the top that had seemed so daunting that
morning felt like a minor triumph. I knew I was approaching
my practice run from the week before, and the memory of
running well helped me keep a steady pace through to
Avebury.
In Avebury churchyard, I could not believe my eyes. I saw a
bloke who looked just like Turtle. He offered me food and
drink and jogged beside me through the village, asking me
how I was. My dim brain could not handle such difficult
questions; I was struggling to run, let alone talk, but I had
White Horse ahead.
enough coordination to wave to Jan and the children. Shutting
out thoughts of booting the kids out of the pushchair and
begging Jan to push me up the next hill, I ran alongside Turtle and picked up the rhythm of a steady run
again.
By the time Turtle turned off, I just had one long hill to the last checkpoint, and then downhill to the end. I
had caught up with the 20-mile walkers and even with occasional brief strolls to ease my calf, I was
overtaking people all the way, each one another little triumph.
Crossing Fyfield Common I passed a couple who asked me if I ran with the
TACH. Surprised, as I was not wearing my TACH vest, I met John and
Diane for the first time. John offered to take my photo, so I had to run and
smile, giving a further boost to my spirits. Trotting on, I wondered what
subtle combination of mud and sweat had marked me out as a TACHie.
I was determined to run the last 3 miles, but my left calf brought me back to a
run-walk, as the path led on and down until I turned to see the last 200 yards
and the finish. I was the first female vet 55 (there weren’t very many of us)
having run 33 miles in 6 hours and 25 minutes. My glory lasted until I got to
the changing room and discovered rigor mortis had set in – I was too stiff to
get my trainers off for the shower.
Chatting to John and Diane afterwards I mumbled something about having
learnt a lot from the run, but was too brain-dead to say what I’d learnt.
Ten days later I’d worked it out. I had broken the limitations of city
marathons and learnt that skill and attitude helped but I needed to train more in future. And when it comes
to a stile, style doesn’t matter – just get over it!
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Mad Dogs and English Men: The Harptree Havoc
(by Helen)
23 May 2010
On a glorious, hot Sunday morning in May, whilst most people were at home firing up the barbie or
preparing for pint or two in the local beer garden, 83 men and women lined up in a field in north Somerset
ready to put themselves through a country 10k of hills, mud and stunning views.
The two-lap course began with a pleasant and easy field
section along the hill crest with a gratuitous diversion
into a bog thrown in for fun. The even terrain allowed for
a brief chance to admire the view before the path plunged
downward towards a stream. After a brief, cooling paddle
it was up into the cow field (more notable for pats than
actual cows), over the gate (precisely measured to be
inconvenient to everyone short or tall) and under the
fallen tree.
A steep but not too long climb led us up into the Jeep
testing ground, the focal point of the race. The event
entry form had promised waist-deep water, mud and
bogs; so I was feeling slightly trepidatious (being of the
shorter persuasion I was wondering whose waist they’d
used to measure the depth). However, the long spell of
dry weather had tidied things up a bit and the main
spectator point featured a large muddy pool only about
mid-thigh deep. A few more ups and downs along the
rugged Jeep tracks led us back to the start point, a
welcome drink of water and on to lap two.

“Not being English or a man, I’m quite happy
to be classified as a mad dog”

Having recently returned to the UK from America I relished the
gorgeous views across the British countryside and the camaraderie
of my fellow competitors. I’m very new to cross-country running
and had been on my first TACH run the week before but I had a
brilliant time at the race: this is definitely the thing for me!
The organisation was good, marshals friendly and encouraging,
and although the plastic strips marking the route were a bit ragged
and harder to follow on the second lap, it was easy enough to find
your way. A big thank you has to go to the spectators who cheered
us on through all the entertaining sections of the course.
Interestingly, most of the runners were unaffiliated (so perhaps an
opportunity for some TACH recruitment next year?!) and TACH
was excellently represented by Chris Smart coming in 20th. The
winner was George Drummond from Team Bath who stormed
ahead of the opposition in 39:36, aided by his amazing long-jump
entry technique for negotiating the big pond.
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Man v Horse
(by Tracey)
12 June 2010
If you haven’t done this one already, you really should! It’s a challenging race, but not impossibly hard,
great fun and with scenery to take your breath away, if you have any left.
I wasn’t sure if I could manage the whole thing (22 miles with 3000ft of ascent), having never run so far
or raced such a climb before. But I knew I could walk as many miles as necessary. I’d had lots of
encouragement and reassurance from my more experienced TACHmates. Ant confidently told me that it
if I could run 17 miles or so in 3 hrs, I’d be fine. Chris Bloor taught me to save energy by walking up hills
fast and to make up for lost injury time by doing hill reps. Chris Smart was reassuring and told me about
the Fforestfields camp site, which was worth the drive in itself. Jonathan told me that he’d passed out at
the end last year - best not to think about that really!
The training didn’t go well. Out of eight weeks, I had one off calming my glutes down after overenthusiastic training and two off with child-borne chest infection and conjunctivitis. I’d gathered about
£600 in sponsorship for the village school and told everyone I was doing it, so there was no going back.
I set off with my friend Debbie, on a blue and sunny Friday afternoon. All contact by phone was cut off
by the hills about an hour after Abergavenny. Whilst I love my family and friends dearly, the feeling of
isolation in such a wild place seemed comfortable and perfectly appropriate. We found the beautiful
campsite - flat pitches, lots of trees, rising fields of buttercups and cattle on one side and woods on the
other. It didn’t take long to find the team, who made Debbie feel like an honorary member for the
weekend. It was lovely to see the twins and Manon ‘helped’ us to put up our tents and made me miss my
little one. Early to bed after a pub supper of curry with rice and treacle pudding with custard for fuel.
At 6am there were Red Kites circling in the shiny blue sky. The grass was covered in dew and the air was
a sweet as it gets. We set off at about 9am for the 11am start and I had the familiar feeling of pre-race
anxiety, a bit like getting to the airport, on edge until you’ve made registration and found the start. We got
there in time despite the plethora of places on the way starting with Ll and ending in Wells. We found the
right one and I knew I was going to like the race when the man on registration asked me for my name when I said ‘Cook’, he said ‘no, first name!’ So, while he trawled through the Traceys, I got changed.
Llanwrtyd Wells is a very small town (about 300 people) with a very big attitude (holding an ‘alternative’
Olympic Games in 2012). By 10.30 the town square was full of runners standing around in the sun and
then the horses skittered by on the way to their start, which was 15 minutes after ours. There were some
whistles and bit of jeering. It was all starting to feel pretty exciting. We had a briefing from Gordon
Green, who’s pub wrangle about the relative merits of men and horses over the local rough terrain, started
the whole thing off 30 years ago. It was good to see him, and the Lady Mayor too, who was at the finish
later, buttering sandwiches with gusto. After a few words in the spirit of Screaming Lord Such, by a
follower wearing the Teddy Boy uniform, a hoot on the horn and we were off!!
I wasn’t right at the back, but pretty close to it. Not to worry, 10 – 11 minute miles was the plan for the
first part. I walked up the steep tarmac lane, about a mile in, that John Terry had warned me about. Then
ran past most of those who had run past me shortly after the top which gave me a bit more faith in my
plan. We came out onto the moor and I heard my first shout of ‘horse’ and heard their hooves cantering
through the boggy ground behind us. This was great! It probably helped that I think there’s something
truly noble about horses, but yes, this was perfect – I’d been running for about an hour, wet and muddy
already, grinning from ear to ear, with horses thundering by and the sun was shining.
There were lots of characters out to cheer us on - from the people outside the tea shops in the village, to
the ancient, toothless farmer, with his white hair and tweed suit held together with bailer twine. Later on
we were served water by a chap who looked like a Lord in plus-fours and scarlet knee socks with a bottle
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of Claret open on his Range Rover. We had climbed out of the valley and were pretty much in the middle
of a very beautiful nowhere – and here’s a Peer with his Claret! The whole thing was wonderfully bizarre.
I met a woman leading her horse back whilst I was bog trotting before the downhill to the first check
point. They were both snorting violently, covered in mud and badly shaken. This was no walk in the park
for the horses either. They have to be fit, nimble and brave to do what was asked of them –yes, they do
shoot horses if they break a leg. The first part of the decent, at which this pair had given up, was very
steep, uneven and slippery. It would have been like trying to negotiate it on stilts to ride a nervous horse
down there! I was pleased I was on two legs - I’d heard others say ‘walk the hills, canter the flat, and
gallop the downs’ - so I galloped on down to the first big stream. I was really enjoying myself as, in
carefully sticking to my own pace, not pushing too hard, I just kept passing people, steadily, one at a time.
I was running a bit faster now, this was all very encouraging and by half way I was feeling great!
The last leg looked the hardest from the map. There was a long, steep rock climb mossy woods. I used
Chris’ technique and walked rhythmically, with my hand on my knees, and passed more people. My legs
were starting to feel like jelly but with a purpose – you know what I mean. I’d taken gels and electrolyte
tabs, for the water in the bottle I refilled at water stations, so apart from the feeling of a glycogen starved
brain, or perhaps because of the lovely endorphins, I was actually feeling quite exhilarated.
I walked purposefully, yet with an entirely blank mind, through what Peter had described as the ‘killing
fields’. I’d accepted a dextrose tablet at the last water station on the basis that this close to the end, the
benefit of the high would outweigh the crash! There were bodies hanging on to fences, people clutching
feet and legs. The next bloke I passed was still moving but clutching a glute, and whilst I was tempted to
say ‘that’s a bummer’ as I ran past, I thought he might have enough left to strangle me, so I didn’t.
Then, horror, I saw a TACH vest in front of me. It was Ant, who had been so encouraging and helpful - I
really didn’t want to pass him. What to do? Sticking to my pace had worked well and I didn’t want to lose
that - and hovering behind like an idiot may offend! So I jollied past, smiling - which probably made it
worse. Once I’d done that, I could only really run for my life. Not fast enough though. On a leg-reeling,
foot-slapping down hill to the final stream, I heard his shorts flapping behind me! I knew it was him but
didn’t have any capacity to move my head to look. I just couldn’t run any faster and kept the legs reeling
into the stream, where I crashed full stretch into the water. Now here’s a tale of the Turtle - instead of
using me as a stepping stone, he stopped, picked me up, escorted my shaking wreck across the stream and
ran off, telling me to be careful of cramps from the cold water.
The finish was so close now. I could hear shouting and see the entrance to the field. It did cross my mind
that if this was one of those races where they make you do a lap of the field at the end I would have to find
an official to slap sharply. But no, the finish line was straight
ahead and Ant had waited for me! This was so kind - the time
was about 3:56 something and I was suddenly seized with a
panic that he would be over 4 hours because of me! But that
didn’t happen, and we crossed the line together in 3:57:19,
beating 3 horses! I was thrilled to bits and very proud to be
wearing my TACH vest, not least because of the fabulous
sense of club camaraderie that I’d just been treated to.
My husband Chris, and daughter Helena, were there at the
finish - as were the group of green vests of all the TACH fast
boys, who had finished earlier, and other family supporters.
Debbie came in a few minutes later and we flopped down on
the grass, with half the competitors laying on it and the other
half eating it!
Tracey, Debbie and Helena at the finish

Go on, do it next year – it’s great!!
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What A Relay!
(by Ed.)
26 June 2010
For several preceding years, John McD has organised and captained the TACH team in the Cotswold Way
Relay. This year, John did his usual sterling organisational work and entered two TACH teams in the
Mixed category. But despite doing all the hard work, John allowed Antony and me to have the glory of
being team captains.
There was discussion about whether we should put all the faster runners in one team but we decided it
would be more fun to have intra-club competition by balancing the teams as much as possible. And so, on
26th June, the TACH Troglodytes, captained by Antony, and the TACH Trolls took the relay challenge –
the cave-dwelling team name theme was dreamt up by John.
Stage 1, with it’s 07:00 start at Chipping Campden, the furthest point from Bristol on the route, is always
the least popular stage. We must be thankful to our volunteers for this stage - John (once again, as has
run this stage several times before) and Rob. Thanks must also go to those who stepped in to fill in the
gaps in our teams - former members Mark Vogan and Simon Smith, who travelled from up north, Emma
Parfitt from Nailsea RC and Jude Gamblin.
At 10:50, Antony completed Stage 3 and became not just TACH Troglodyte Captain but also King Of The
Cotswolds – the first person in the annals of TACH to complete all ten stages. Just under eight hours
later, Jason completed Stage 10 and became TACH’s second King Of The Cotswolds, in the third-fastest
aggregate time so far.
The team balancing worked well - over the whole 102 miles, the Trolls’ aggregate time was less than 20
minutes quicker that that of the Troglodytes. Had PK not suffered from the stomach bug he illegally
imported on his return from holiday the previous day, the difference between the teams would have been
even smaller.
The Trolls’ victory in the intra-club challenge may have been assisted by the refrain of our team song
(‘I’m a Troll, fol-de-rol, and I’m going to eat you for supper’), which seems more appropriate to the hard
miles of the Cotswold Way than the refrain of the Troglodytes’ team song (‘Wild thing, I think I love
you’). But then I am biased.
The club owes further gratitude to Rob as, not content with kicking off the relay, he volunteered to host
the traditional post-relay barbecue to round off the day. Unfortunately, I was unable to attend but I hear
that it was a most successful conclusion to an excellent Cotswold Way Relay for TACH.
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Dartmoor Mountain Marathon
(by Rob)
24 & 25 July 2010
I teamed up with Will, fellow Cornishman and lover of all things outdoors for my (and his) first attempt at
a Mountain Marathon. I have always been a little curious about such events, gaining a bit of an idea from
Chris Smart and Turtle’s enthusiastic feedback after previous races and their regular write-ups to give the
rest of us a glimpse into the trials and joys of two-day events.
I have known Will since school; we moved through the scout movement together and have recently
attended a few of the same races. He has always been a strong walker and orienteer and in the last few
years caught the running bug. So much so, that in preparation for his first marathon (Eden Project in
October) Will recently ran PBs for 5k, 10k and Half Marathon distance. He has always been an
outstanding navigator - he can run now as well!
I’m, not sure who first brought the DMM up, me or Will, but the location and time of year seemed an
ideal introduction to such events.
I was able to get help and advice on kit and preparation from both Chris and Ant as well as from Will and
of course online. Maybe too much information was available and my hardest decision was on the size and
make of rucksack. I went for the OMM 32L pack (the same as Will) and was really please when it arrived.
It’s well made, light and comfortable. Will took care of all the technical stuff – the tent and the stove and I
agreed to sort out the food.
We decided on the medium score class (6 hours day 1 and 5 hours day 2) which seemed to offer a suitable
challenge without the likelihood of taking on too much first time around. I was very much led by Will in
this decision, who suggested that the score class (as opposed to the linear route) could be more interesting
and challenging.
The event started from Princetown and Will collected me from Jo’s family home at Temple on Bodmin
Moor on his way. Our start time would be determined by our registration time and we were in no rush to
be out too early. We got parked at the end of the field, which suggested many had got started earlier, and
went to register. One of our first observations was the kit (lack of!) other entrants had – it appeared we
had the biggest bags and what I thought of as travelling light was obviously not the case. Everything was
smooth at the check in desk and we got our start time, final instructions and dibbers to record our presence
at each control.
We had an hour to wait, so gobbled up some last food and sports drink and made our way towards the
start. The weather was cool with a slight wind. Ideal.
I eyed the opposition near the start (of course) and was taken by the large mix. Many individual runners,
some in hiking boots who were clearly planning to walk, a few dogs and some larger groups. As with
many local races, there seemed to be more veterans than youngsters – maybe less of a surprise in this
event than others.
We dibbed out, were give our map and control score card and were off. Making our way off the track
with the other fresh starters we began to plan the next 6 hours. The map showed all the controls for both
days although only half were available today. The campsite was about 6 miles west and the active controls
were in the north half of the overall territory. Will had picked up a few top tips and produced his 30k scale
piece of string to get an idea of the amount of ground we could expect to cover. That duly done we set off.
With hindsight we will make a few changes next time and actually made a few changes for day 2 – to be
bold and not be afraid to miss early low value controls in order to get to the more rewarding further out
ones. Our first control was a mistake in that it took us out on a dog leg for little gain. However, it was
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great to get on the board and I felt settled after the first beep confirmed we had registered contact. The
morning progressed well and we followed a natural line working north and west.
I was responsible for food and made sure that we ate every 30 minutes or so. I learnt during my time
shopping that buying specific energy and sports food was not important; for example a quarter of a bag of
children’s Dolly Mixture sweets from Tesco contained 30% of our total daily recommended sugar. Show
me any sports bar that provides that level of return for 30p. We also drank every half hour. It was mild and
we were making steady progress, walking the hills - however we did not forget the usual rules of almost
any sport and stayed hydrated. We filled our bottles at fast flowing streams along the way. I took
purification tablets and felt happy in the knowledge that I should avoid anything nasty, but I am not sure
they were vital.
Most of the controls were simple to find and with about 90 minutes to go we had a nice decision to make.
We were ahead of time and able to go out and get a control that was not in the original plan. Back on the
original route we found a hill side covered in whortleberries and ate loads. I didn’t say at the time but
Will’s face was black with juice. I expect mine was too.
We finished day 1 at about 5pm. The overnight camp was welcome and it did not take long to pitch the
tent. It took even less time to boil some water – Will’s stove burnt like a jet engine – for the beginning of
what would be several hours of gorging. We pitched next to the familiar faces of John Terry and some
other Westbury Harriers. After comparing notes (his first attempt too, his partner limping with injury,
amazed at how easy it was to spend loads of money on exciting bits of kit) they sloped off to a nearby pub
and we got back to eating. We each ate a Pot Noodle (providing a bowl for other meals and a cup for
drinks), pasta and sauce, 2 pepperami (spicy), risotto and tuna steak, sponge pudding and custard, hot
chocolate and whiskey. The food was spot on and we will repeat this menu again. It was all light to carry,
indestructible, quick to cook and tasted good. I can’t see the point in really expensive ‘space food’. The
grub was a boost for morale as well as our energy levels. We went to sleep at 9. It was light in the tent but
we had eaten all our food and had nothing much else to do.
Day 2 was bright and dry. We ate our porridge, drank greasy tea that tasted like Pot Noodle, pasta and
sauce, risotto etc and waited for the mass start at 08:30. Some teams were scrutineered but we were not.
Our bags were big enough and they must have thought we had everything we should. We did.
Day 2 was more satisfying. I felt a bit more involved in the route choice and more confident to make
suggestions. I even got my compass out. That’s not to say that Will had been the boss on Saturday but I
knew my place and what my limitations were. I was Tensing to his Hilary (except our packs weighed the
same). Again Wills navigation was superb and we found every control where we expected it to be. When
the mist came down we pressed on without a problem and when it burnt off we raced under clear skies.
We made bolder choices; both felt strong and managed to climb a place or two up the results. For large
chunks of the day we were isolated and that felt great. We had taken a more adventurous route which
rewarded us with varied countryside. We left the moorland behind for woodland, forest and lakes. We
kept eating and drinking and needed more water as it was getting quite hot. By hour 4 we had one last
decision to make as we had 3 possible controls left and maybe only time for 2. We played safe getting 2
and finished with only 10 minutes to spare. The right decision!
Although we weren’t as physically tired as after a conventional race, the post race feeling of satisfaction
was present so we decided to have another post race staple – some beer. In a packed pub beer garden
(runners back from the moor, squaddies back from exercises and vintage bikers on vintage motorbikes) we
got out our maps and thought ‘what if we had done that’ and ‘we could have gone here instead…’. I think
this is another post Mountain Marathon staple.
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Training Runs
Upton Inn, Upton Cheney

20/05/10

Thankfully the sun shone on a route which I chose for the fabulous views – all the way to Wales across
the shimmering Severn. Shame I wasn’t feeling well enough to make the most of it.
Another time...
Jonathan
So warm, so sunny, so hilly, so good to be running again!

Cathy

Did you see the balloon coming down over the river? I went exploring and discovered footpaths
designated ‘no right of way’ where I wanted to go. So I had to do a back track, against all ‘Bloor rules’.
Libby

Angel, Long Ashton

03/06/2010

Lovely summer evening – perfect for galloping through meadows, nipping through woods and
embracing those hills. Nice to see some new faces.
Chrissie
A very enjoyable first run with the very friendly and supportive Town & Country Harriers.
Joy
Oh, I felt as if I was in a shampoo advert, as we floated across the knee-length meadows of flowers and
slipped thru’ the dapple-striped shadows of Leigh Woods. Join TACH and feel those work-day creases
fall away.
Tilly
A great run tonight – I really enjoyed it. T’was very sweaty though and I must’ve lost a kilo in
perspiration during the run.
Shame the nice quiet pub was spoilt by a bunch of club-wielding yobbos, waving hankies and a’ringin
their bells in a most intimidating way. (Only joking)
Antony

Blathwayt Arms, Landsdown

17/06/2010

Fab views and great fun.
I just need to tell a tale of psychological warfare. On the Blaise Blazer, Tilly’s tactic of creeping up
behind and whispering “Andy, take it easy, you’re going too fast, relax, slow down” is incredibly
effective. She went past as my self-esteem and competitiveness drained away...
Andy F
A lovely run into the westering sun on a light-bathed summer’s evening. Views were earnt. Gem and
Butcombe on tap and much bollocks talked about Man v Horse prowess. Club rule!
Don Juan
My third TACH run and the sun’s still shining. Gorgeous views make the uphills worthwhile.
Great pub – shame the cider was off though.
Helen
A masterclass in hills – I’ve got so much to learn. But the views – I could see beyond the Mendips and
across to Wales.
Cathy
This was a backward version of another run I seem to remember. Excellent views and hills.
Bloody rabbit hole was the only downer – my ankle now hurts!
Jonathan
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Miner’s Rest, Long Ashton

01/07/2010

Humid and warm but not too hot. Bit surprised at the complaints of ‘are we nearly there yet?’.
Nice pub – a fave.
Mark W
Mark’s excellent route around Barrow Court. A good turnout considering so many people are at the
Tintern Trot.
The Gaveller
Nice route. Good ascent and descent. The summer drizzle was a cooling addition.
Nice to see a part of Bristol I am not used to. My second run with TACH.

Andy R

Err – was a close night, but a pleasant jaunt around the environs of LA. The Charmouth Challenge
beckons this weekend
Pete K

Pony & Trap and Carpenters Arms

22/07/2010

Interesting run tonight. We all turned up at the Pony & Trap to find that they were expecting 100
gourmands for canapés and wine. There was no room at the Inn and we were asked to take our business
elsewhere. The Carpenters was also on the route, so we decamped there.
Turtle
First time ever that we had a TACH car prologue before the main event due to being moved on.
Pleasant route, nothing too lung-busting, rain held off – all good.
Pete K
Happy are they that know the Valley Chew (wrote Hutton).
Even happier are they who drink in the Carpenters, says I.

Howard

Great run. Shame we couldn’t join in with the wine tasting at the Pony & Trap!

Sue L

Compton Inn, Compton Dando

12/08/2010

Absolute classic! Beautiful from start to finish.

Jonathan

Lovely weather made it a galloping run back for the curry. Loads of people out.
What happened to Rebore?

The Gaveller

Great run! Great weather! Great views! Tough on the legs but worth it.

Andy R

Big hills and big views. Already the sun is low and the shadows longer.
Long route as well but worth it.

Cathy

And it’s good to be back!

Andy F
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Club Championship 2010
The Latest Scores
(by Ed.)
Forty-nine members have now scored points (I have added the points for those members who I know
helped with races or who have completed races and training runs without making it to the pub to enter
their own points). Here is the top fifteen:
Chris Smart
Robert Hicks
Cathy Fagg
Andy Fagg
John McDonough
Chris Bloor
Jonathan Gledson
Antony Clark
Libby Bloor
Pete Brown
Tilly Shaw
Chrissie Kelly
Patrick Winstone
Sue Baic
David Giles

246
218
217
212
194
189
183
163
142
130
114
106
95
74
74

When I introduced an extra 5 points for an ultra, there was much bemoaning the small reward for the extra
miles. I bet Cathy is glad of that new category now, as it has enabled her to move to within one point of
Rob - who is effectively in first place, as I am recording my scores but am ineligible to win the
Championship as Club Captain.
32 weeks down but still 20 more weeks to go, so there is ample time to accumulate more points and move
up the table. And, as with last year, all those with points will be entered into a draw for a special runnerup prize.
Don’t forget, the Championship races are detailed in the Championship folder and are clearly marked on
the Race Diary page of the TACH website, if you want to maximise your points.
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Race Results
Results for TACH Members
(TC = TACH Championship Race)
GWR Towpath 10k Series – Race 1
07/05/2010 - 212 finishers
Name
Time
Position
Chrissie Kelly
47:42
124
Marlborough Downs Challenge (TC)
15/05/2010
33 mile Trail Race - 126 finishers
Name
Time
Position
Cathy Fagg
st
6hrs 25:17
77
1 FV55
20 mile Trail Walk - 60 finishers
John Tarkanyi
5hrs 51:20
23
Diane Zimmer
6hrs 00:29
26
Sri Chinmoy Self-Transcendence 2 miles
18/05/2010 - 21 finishers
Chrissie Kelly
14:41
15
Harptree Havoc 6 miles
23/05/2010 - 81 finishers
Chris Smart
51:40
Patrick Winstone
51:45
Helen King
59:13
Black Horse 10k
27/05/2010 - 102 finishers
Rob Hicks
37:32
Mark Wilkins
40:53
Jonathan Gledson
42:05
Pete Brown
45:09
Emma Oughton
46:58
st
1 FV40
Chris Smart
48:20
Lisa Griffiths
49:46
Antony Clarke
50:05
Chris Bloor
52:28
Helen King
55:24
Tilly Shaw
57:30
Howard Davies
57:32
Sue Lowe
1hr 01:22

(TC)
20
22
48

3
9
12
24
33
40
47
51
58
67
73
74
92

Sri Chinmoy Self-Transcendence 5k
01/06/2010 - 34 finishers
Peter Kennedy
19:11
5
Jonathan Gledson
19:22
7
GWR Towpath 10k Series – Race 2
04/06/2010 - 221 finishers
Tracey Cook
50:37
144
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Blaise Blazer 4 miles
(TC)
07/06/2010 - 106 finishers
Name
Time
Position
John Terry
23:55
7
Mark Wilkins
25:14
14
Emma Oughton
29:08
54
st
1 FV40
Lisa Griffiths
30:27
62
Tilly Shaw
33:50
89
Andy Fagg
34:07
91
Cathy Fagg
34:36
94
Man v Horse 22 miles
12/06/2010 – 252 runners, 38 horses
John Terry
2hrs 50:28
16
beat 27 horses
Rob Hicks
2hrs 54:56
23
beat 24 horses
Jonathan Gledson
3hrs 10:17
42
beat 18 horses
Chris Smart
3hrs 28:22
76
beat 6 horses
Joe Scaife
3hrs 49:31
114
beat 4 horses
John McDonough
3hrs 52:32
125
beat 3 horses
Tracey Cook
3hrs 57:19
141
beat 3 horses
Antony Clarke
3hrs 57:19
142
beat 3 horses
Beacon Batch Fell Race 5 miles
22/06/2010 - 95 finishers
John Terry
34:25
Jonathan Gledson
38:46
Pete Brown
38:58
st
1 MV60
Chris Smart
41:50
John McDonough
43:29
Cathy Fagg
48:58
Tilly Shaw
49:45
Andy Fagg
51:19

52
60
78
80
82

Nailsea Festival 10k
23/06/2010 - 172 finishers
Patrick Winstone
44:22

50

Charmouth Challenge 8 miles
03/07/2010 - 232 finishers
Peter Kennedy
1hr 01:39

17
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Cotswold Way Relay
26/06/2010 - 74 teams
Name
Time
Position
Stage 1 - 12 Miles, 373 Metres Ascent
Rob Hicks
1hr 25:06
19
John McDonough
1hr 45:23
38
Stage 2 - 11.5 Miles, 473 Metres Ascent
John Tarkanyi
1hr 38:54
22
Mark Vogan
1hr 52:05
40
Stage 3 - 8.2 Miles, 327 Metres Ascent
Antony Clarke
1hr 15:59
31
King of the Cotswolds

Tilly Shaw
1hr 23:25
44
Stage 4 – 12.7 Miles, 406 Metres Ascent
Chris Smart
2hrs 00:18
41
Cathy Fagg
2hrs 12:00
63
Stage 5 - 11.7 Miles, 302 Metres Ascent
Simon Smith
1hr 36:24
19
Jude Gamblin
1hr 48:56
43
Stage 6 - 8.8 Miles, 409 Metres Ascent
Lisa Griffiths
1hr 28:01
35
Peter Kennedy
2hrs 02:00
72
Stage 7 - 7.2 Miles, 292 Metres Ascent
Ian Ruck
59:46
14
Emma Parfitt
1hr 12:48
39
Stage 8 - 12 Miles, 404 Metres Ascent
Joe Scaife
2hrs 12:00
58
Chrissie Kelly
2hrs 12:00
61
Stage 9 - 9.2 Miles, 240 Metres Ascent
Jonathan Gledson
1hr 13:47
11
George Gillham
1hr 52:00
72
Stage 10 - 9.8 Miles, 240 Metres Ascent
Jason Pitchers
1hr 19:36
17

Blaise Blazer 4 miles
05/07/2010 - 77 finishers
Name
Time
Position
John Terry
23:18
2
Jonathan Gledson
25:50
8
Ian Ruck
26:38
14
Emma Oughton
28:32
31
st
1 FV40
Andy Fagg
33:16
64
Cathy Fagg
33:35
67
Burrington Blaster 10k
08/07/2010 - 88 finishers
John Terry
35:37
Jonathan Gledson
38:35
Pete Brown
40:20
st
1 MV60
55:29
Sue Lowe

2
7
13
70

Fan Y Big Horseshoe 10.3 miles (TC)
18/07/2010 - 96 finishers
Jonathan Gledson
1hr 30:59
18
Dartmooor Mountain Marathon
24&25/07/2010 – Medium Score - 83 finishers
345 points
Rob Hicks (Day 1)
10
5hr 39:26
415 points
Rob Hicks (Day 2)
8
4hr 50:09
760 points
Rob Hicks (Overall)
10
10hr 29:35
Dartmoor Half Marathon
24/07/2010 - 85 finishers
Tracey Cook
2hrs 24:10

40

King of the Cotswolds

Ruth Pitchers
1hr 35:00
48
Overall – 103 miles - 34 Mixed Teams
TACH Trolls
16hrs 23:26
12
TACH Troglodytes
16hrs 42:02
14
Tintern Trot 10K (TC)
01/07/2010 - 176 finishers
Pete Brown
47:38
st
1 MV60
Cathy Fagg
57:51
st
1 LV55
Helen King
58:21
Andy Fagg
1hr 00:33
David Giles
1hr 02:25

Magor Marsh10k
01/08/2010 - 220 finishers
John Terry
36:18
43
138
140
151
156

GWR Towpath 10k Series – Race 3
09/07/2010 - 188 finishers
Joe Scaife
45:59
85
Tracey Cook
48:39
114
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GWR Towpath 10k Series – Race 4
30/07/2010 - 161 finishers
Tracey Cook
48:29
87

8

Blaise Blazer 4 miles
02/08/2010 - 107 finishers
Name
Time
Position
John Terry
23:26
5
Ian Ruck
26:15
26
Emma Oughton
28:53
54
Joe Scaife
30:32
69
Chris Smart
30:40
74
Tilly Shaw
33:16
92
Cathy Fagg
34:38
96
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The Mud Thickens!
THURSDAY RU&-LIST: AUTUM&
TACH RUNS START at 7pm
Time to check out your headtorches!
WHE&?
Aug
12th
Aug
19th
Aug
26th
Sept
2nd
Sept
9th
Sept
16th
Sept
23rd
Sept
30th
Oct
7th
Oct
14th
Oct
21st
Oct
28th
Nov
4th
Nov
11th
Nov
18th
Nov
25th

WHERE?
Compton Inn
Compton Dando
Dfc 10M
ST646646
BS39 4JZ
Ring O’ Bells
Compton Martin
Dfc 10M
ST541572
BS40 6JE
Failand Inn
Failand
Dfc 4M
ST515719
BS8 3TU
&ova Scotia,
Hotwells
Dfc 1M
ST571722
BS1 6XJ
The Swan,
Tockington
Dfc 9M
ST609865
BS32 4NJ
The Crown,
Regil
Dfc 6m
ST540637 BS40 8AY
Chateau Bloor
161 Wellington Hill West, Henleaze
Dfc 3M
ST584772
BS9 4QW
Druid’s Arms
Stanton Drew
Dfc 6.5 M
ST597631
BS39 4EJ
Lion,
Church Lane, Clifton Wood
Dfc 1M
ST575726
BS8 4TY
Prince’s Motto,
Barrow Gurney
Dfc 4m
ST 530679
BS48 3RY
The Angel ,
Long Ashton
Dfc 3M
ST553710
BS41 9LT
Miners Arms
St Werburgh’s
Dfc 2M
ST600748
BS2 9YQ
Dundry Inn
Dundry
Dfc 4M
ST557668
BS41 8EH
Victoria,
Chock Lane, Westbury
Dfc 3M
ST574774
BS9 3EX
Blue Flame,
West End Nailsea
Dfc 7M
ST 448690
BS48 4DE
The Swan,
Swineford
Dfc 7M
ST690690
BS30 6LN

WHY?
Something a bit different. We’ll run with the Woodwights
and eat curry – or is it the other way round?
A PK special from the foot of the Mendip escarpment. I
wonder which way he will take us?
Our Chair is organising this one, but I don’t suppose
Turtle will be sitting down on the job.
Joint Run with Moti – Turtle to do four miler

Chris Smart to lead (CB on footpath duties)

We had a good run and a pleasant booze up last time we
came here.
A shortish run followed by a party (details to follow) to
encourage people to attend AGM
The run Jonathan meant to do from the Pony and Trap.
(Thought we’d do it from the Druids to complete the set!)
We will revisit the New Stadium Site from here to see
what is going on. The pub is hard to drive to, but
excellent.
This is a reliable pub with some good runs round and
about.
Reliable pub with access to Forest Path and Ashton Court
Estate. CB to lead main group - Tony Bishop to lead
slower 4-mile route
Handicap Race. This will involve hills and rough lanes.
We used to do it from the Farm, but most people prefer
the Miners (Dawkins)
It’s not exactly November 5th, so I expect we will do
something different this time!
The famous River Run. There could possibly be a shorter
version if someone want to lead it.
Scruffy classic, serving cider and real ales + rolls on the
bar.
Bath Ales in the pub. I expect we’ll end up on Lansdown.

Dfc = Distance from Centre (IE &eptune’s Statue)

